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Saksena, S. K,—Is the Upanisadic View of the One, Univer-
sal and Absolute Consciousness Agnostic? BaV. II. Pt.
2, pp. 196-200.	[1079'
Says that the Upanisads neither contradict themselves nor preach
a doctrine of agnosticism with regard to the Atman. Though the
Absolute consciousness is logically and empirically uncharacterizable,
it is yet not known and its nature is Jfia of pure intelligence as
opposed to unintelligence.
Sarma, Y. Subrahmanya—Paramarfchacintamani. (Kannada
text), pp. xxiv + 271. Adhyatmaprakasa Office, Holenara-
sipur (Mysore State), 1941.	[1080
Enunciates what he calls a new theory of metaphysics, quite his
own. It is based on no Sanskrit original, bat derives nevertheless
support from the Upanisads and the many commentaries thereon. The
book is divided into six chapters; in the first, the different systems of
Indian Philosophy are analysed, their limitations pointed out, and the
view maintained that it is only the Vedanta system that is of real
help in the quest of Paramartha* In the second is elaborated what
the author calls the AvastJiatraya method in arriving at Paramariha. In
the three succeeding chapters, the fundamental nature of Atman which
distinguishes it from Anatman, is discussed. In the concluding chapter?
the author sums up his position stating that the Avasthatraya method
is the only means at arriving at Paramartha, and that the Vedanta
system which propounds this method is only the culmination of the
wisdom of the Upanisad.
	Upanisattugala   Modalane   Paricaya (Kannada text).
pp.     vi-t-54,    Adhyatmaprakasa    Office,     Holenarasipur
(Mysore State), 1941.	.        [1081
A sort of Prolegomena to the study of the ten Upanisads found
valuable by the systematists of Vedanta. Divided into six sections;
in the first deals with the nature of the Upanisads and their impor-
tance ; in the four succeeding sections introduces the ten Upanisads
themselves.
Sastri,  N. Aiyaswami—A  commentary   on  the  Sankhya-
karika in Chinese.   JSVOL II, Pt. 1, pp. 65-67.       [1082
The Sankhyakarika is said to be the oldest of the works on Sankhya
Philosophy now available. It has been commented upon by many
authors such as Vacaspatimisra, Gaudapada and others. The writer
here gives a brief examination and comparison of these com-
mentaries.

